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CREATING AND RE-SHAPING EGYPT IN KUSH: 

RESPONSES AT AMARA WEST 

Neal Spencer 

British Museum 

' ... bring me home! Surely you will let me see the place in which my heart dwells!' 

[ The Tale of Sinuhe. c. 1600 BC] 

ABSTRACT 

An ongoing British Museum research project at Amara West, Ramesside administrative center of Upper Nubia (Kush), is producing a range 

of evidence that allows different experiences of the colonial environment to be investigated. This paper considers the formal built environment 

(walled town, temple and associated decorative programs), household space, domestic cult, material culture and the role of writing to explore 

individual and household responses when residing in a context (cultural environmental) distinct from Egypt itself Alongside consideration of 

the limitations of the available data, the evidence for an increasing heterogeneity of the town (and its inhabitants) is also covered. 

INTRODUCTION 

Sinuhe's plea, though fictional, evokes a longing for an 

Egyptian homeland. Emotional reactions to finding oneself in a 

distant land are near impossible to identify in the archaeological 

record, despite the long-term colonization of parts of Nubia and 

the Levant during various periods of pharaonic history. 

Nonetheless, architecture, cult practices and the presence of text 

can elucidate a range of responses, moving beyond the state to 

consider individuals and households. This paper will explore such 
evidence from an 'Egyptian' town in Nubia, Amara West, located 

between the Third and Dal cataracts (Figure!), to achieve insights 

into responses to the colonial entanglement of Egypt and Nubia in 

the late second millennium BC. 

Excavations under the auspices of the Egypt Exploration 

Society, before and after the Second W arid War, revealed a walled 

town, with decorated sandstone temple, areas of housing and a 

formal building identified as the residence of the Deputy of Kush, 

on the basis of inscribed doorways (some in situ) naming holders 

of this office. 1 The town is thus considered as a new administrative 

center for Egyptian Upper Nubia, founded in the reign of Seti I, 

and fulfilling that function for the ensuing two centuries. The 

island location, offering strategic advantages in terms of 

agriculture and security, must have been factors in its selection; it 

remains unclear why a new settlement was created here, given the 

proximity of Sai, just upstream, where a pharaonic town had been 

founded in the early 18th dynasty.2 The fluvial record indicates 

significant stretches of time during which the smaller channel that 

skirts the north of Amara West ran dry; this would have impacted 

upon the agricultural viability of the island, and is likely to have 

been a major contributing factor in the eventual abandonment of 

the site in the early first millennium BC (Figure 2).3 The effects of 

these environmental changes upon the lived experience and health 

of the inhabitants should not be underestimated.4 

In considering how aspects of ancient Egypt were created in 

this remote setting (relative to Egypt), it is imperative that we 

consider the long histories of both Amara West and Upper Nubia 
as the inhabitants were not, unlike Sinuhe, recent arrivals in a 

distant land. For Amara West, the two centuries of occupation 

under the control of the pharaonic state amount to six or seven 

generations. We should not assume that the function and 

appearance of the town remained unchanged across such a lengthy 

period. Those first inhabitants of Amara West, in the reign of Seti 

I, may have had a range of different views as to what constituted 

home, compared to their successors of several generations later. In 

around 1300 BC, when Amara West was founded, the inhabitants 

are not likely to have solely comprised pharaonic administrators 

and military men ( with or without families) from Egypt proper. 

Many may have been relocated from other settlements in Nubia, 

notably Sai, Soleb and Sesebi, important centers where the 

intensity of occupation seems to fall from the reign of Seti I 

onwards.5 Those settlements had all been founded in the early 18th 
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rigure 1: Aerial view (looking southwest) over Amara West, with ancient town in foreground. Photograph: Susie Green. 

Town mound 

rigure 2: View south from desert escarpment across palaeochannd to town site. 
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both Amara \Vest and nearby Sai, recording a military campaign, 

justified as 'the foes of the foreign land of lrem are plotting 

rebellion'. n The threat from indigenous Nubia, whether real or 

not, was a prominent part of the ideology promulgated through 

the construction of walled towns. 

The architectural approach mirrored that of contemporary 

foundations in the Western Delta (facing Libya) and Sinai 

(Levant).14 This was pharaonic power writ large, with no apparent 

recognition of the local cultural or environmental context. 15 The 

northeastern quadrant of the town comprised a cult temple 

(Figure 4),16 a material expression of royal ideology and pharaonic 

religion, once painted and partly gilded. Though the temple 

decoration has yet to be published, divinities are not explicitly 

associated with the local context, in contrast to the approach 

adopted at contemporary temples in Lower Nubia (Horus of 

Miam, Dedwen, etc).17 Rather, the range of gods depicted in the 
reliefs includes the Theban triad (Amun-Ra, Mut, Khonsu), the 

First Cataract triad (Khnum, Anuket, Satet), Iah and Heryshef 

Perhaps this distinction is rather modern: several centuries into 

the New Kingdom entanglement with Nubia, many of these 

Egyptian deities may have been viewed as gods with local relevance, 

rather than simply Egyptian imports. Amun-Ra, of course, would 

become particularly prominent in Napatan formal religion 

(Torok 1997: 300-12). 

Alongside offering scenes, the temple decorative program 

comprised battle scenes. The peristyle featured a depiction of the 

king smiting enemies before Amun-Ra, while the hypostylc hall 

preserved a scene evoking the capture of the Syrian town of 

Arqata. While scenes of Nubian conquests may have existed in 

parts of the temple no longer preserved, 18 it is noteworthy that the 

decoration was intended to proclaim Egyptian ideology as a whole: 

the power of pharaoh over conquered lands, not just N ubia. The 

temple decoration would not have seemed out of place in Egypt 
itself The intended audience within such a temple, beyond the 

divine, would have been those serving as priests, presumably 

Egyptian officials, or those of a Nubian background that had been 

integrated into Egyptian society and administration. This global 

view of Egypt and foreign lands was further emphasized by the 

inclusion of foreign toponyms in the hypostyle hall, depicted as 
name-rings topped with bound captives.19 

Two commemorative stelae of Ramses II were sec up in the 

forecourt of the temple which projected beyond the town wall, 

overlooking the smaller Nile channel.20 The Marriage Stela and 

Dream Stela (Blessing of Ptah) echo a world view presented in 

Figure 4 : Formal Egyptian architecture: view into the hyposcyle hall of the sandstone cult temple. Courtesy of the Egypt Exploration Society 
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Figure 5: Magazine El3.14.S, looking southwest. The base of the vault spring is preserved at the cop of the wall co right. 

Figure 6: Plan of area El3, phase III (early-mid 20'h dynasty) 
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temples across Egypt: both texts were inscribed at K,miak (ninth 

pylon), with further copies at other sites, including Abu Simbel. 

The lv!arriage Stefa relates a diplomatic alliance between Ramses 

II and a Hittite princess; Nubia is not mentioned. Only the 

inclusion of kneeling, bound, prisoners (Nubian and Asiatic) 
references the local context on the second stela, which comprises a 

long address from Ptah to the king, again referencing a Hittite 
princess. 21 

Beyond the temple, the walled town was, in its first phase, set 

out on a grid plan, with roads and alleys oriented with the town 
walls. A signiflrnnt proportion of the earliest phase buildings can 

he ch,tracterized as 'official' structures, including hrge-scale 

storage provision and the Deputy's Residence. The former 
included long, narrow corridors, many once supporting vaulted 

roofs (Figure 5 ), a type of institutional storage familiar from 

temple precincts in Egypt. Few structures within the first 
architectunJ phase can he identified ,ts houses, though the 

southwestern qmtdrant of the town rem,tins largely unexcavated; 

barrack-style dwelling units may have been situated here, in similar 
fashion to the situation at Sesebi-2" Until the nature of this part of 

the town is clarified, it will remain unclear whether housing was 
envisaged for family units or garrisons. This is important in terms 

of the social context and relationships between Eh,yptians and 

Nubians, as colonial environments with small outposts of men 

often prompt more intermingling with indigenous women.23 It is 

also worth noting the de,trth of communal sp,tces at Am,tra West, 

at least within the walled town, other than a food preparation 
arca2

'
1 and a wdl.25 

In summary, from the temple decoration targeted at the gods 

and Egyptian priests, to the buildings constructed within the 
walled town, the formal built environment seems very consistent 

with contemporary Eh,ypt, with little emphasis placed on the 

Nubian context within which the cown was founded. In contrast, 

the west gate of the town bore large sc:Je scenes of Ramses II 
atcacking Nubians (the inscriptions recording 2000 killed, 5000 

captured), and the subsequent triumphant return to Egypt. This 
gateway led from the walled town (Egypt) to what lay beyond 

('wretched Kush'), while also providing access to the wall-top 

walkway. The decoration would have been seen by men patrolling 
the walls (an intention implicit in the creation of access to the wall 

cop), but also persons passing through the gate, likely to have 

included persons of Nubian descent. Asiatic or Libyan foes are 

nowhere mentioned here, in contrast to the temple decoration. 

INDIVIDUAL RESPONSES TO COLONIAL CON"l'_EXT 

Amara \Vest was envisaged, by those who planned its layout 

and selected the decorative scheme for the temple and gates, firstly 
as a procl:unation of Egyptian culture and ideology, and secondly 

as an oasis of order within wretched Kush. Within chis built 

environment, individuals and households soon fashioned 

diverging approaches and responses to the local colonial context, 

both within lived spaces and in arrangements for burial and the 

commemoration of the deceased. As increasingly recognized in 

other periods and regions, the actions of individuals and small 

groups play ,t major role in mainrnining and developing social 

organization and cultural cxprcssion.26 Unfortunately, at Amara 
West, we remain largely ignorant as to the identity of these 

individual actors. Inscriptions from the site attest to the presence 
of several Deputies ofKush,27 a scribe and scribe of the Treasury,2

B 

an overseer of the double granary29 and an overseer of pricsts.30 

These all held Eh,yptian names, though it is possible some were 

Nubians who had taken Egyptian n:unes.11 Nonetheless, the arenas 
discussed below - household space, culc and display, written 

culture - provide insights into a range of strategies deployed by 

those living at Amara \Vest. 

Household Space 

Excavations within the northwestern part of the walled town 
(El3) have allowed a partial, but nonetheless illuminating, 200-

ye,tr biography of a neighborhood to be formuhced (Figure 6):12 A 

considerable shift in function of this part of the town occurred in 
the mid- to late 19th dynasty, with a suite of contiguous magazines 

transformed into a densely packed agglomeration of small houses. 
The variety of approaches to creating each house, and the 

idiosyncrasies of plans and features within individual dwellings, 

supports the interpretation that the houses arc largely the product 

of individual/household agency. The architecture of these houses 
comprised no obvious allusions co the immediate, Nubian, 

environment. Elements familiar from other New Kingdom 

settlements, such as Tell cl-Amarna, include stone employed for 
interior and exterior doors, a broadly square room with a 

mastaba-bench against one wall, often combined with a hearth for 

cooking and warmth, and provision for food processing (grinding 
emplacements, ovens). Many of che spaces were covered, with 

staircases offering access to an upper storey or che roof The 
excavation of chis neighbourhood allows variation between houses 

co be cracked, bur also an insight into how houses were replaced, 

or built into or above existing archiceccural spaces, resulting in 

little consistency of plan, despite many features being found in 

multiple houses. The presence of rooms with mastabas, often with 

other architectural or iconographic emphases (sec below), 

indicates chat approaches to practices of reception and display 

within the house were similar to those in contemporary Egypt, 

perhaps parcly echoing idealized codes of conduce implied by 
textual sources.33 

In the late 19th dyn,tscy, the ground outside the west gate was 

colonized with new houses (Figure 7 ). This expansion, indicating 

that the town wall was not deemed essential for defensive purposes 

(perhaps less important on an island), may have been prompted by 
an increasing population. The marked increase in che proportion 

of occupied space dedicated to house units might also support the 

notion that the town became increasingly dominated by family 
units, including extended families of the type known from the 

papyrological record (Valbelle 1985). The additional space 
available for the new houses resulted in the creation of large 

dwellings (villas) with a more idealized plan, more similar to those 
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encountered at Tell el-Am,1rna. Again, che builc environment is 

consistent with chat found in Egypt proper: the new houses, 

unconstrained by the architectural palimpsests in area El 3, dosdy 

echo contemporary elite housing in Egypt proper, and are similar 

to dwellings at other pharaonic towns in Nubia, for example Sai 

and Sesebi.34 An exception is building El2.ll (Figure 8), built 

outside the southeastern corner of a large villa (El2.10).35 

Constructed during the 20th dynasty, the two-roomed oval 

structure falls within Nubian, not Egyptian, architectural 

traditions, famili,1r from sites such as Kenna, Dokki Gel md 

Kawa.16 Unfortunately, we ,1re uncertain about the building's 

function, but it must have been conscrucccd by, and for, someone 

with Nubian cultural affiliations. 

Household Cult and Display 

\Vithin these dwellings, the inhabitants favored cult practices, and 

iconography, apparently consistent with that found at 

contemporaI)' sites in Egypt. Few house doors were inscribed, 

though the poor quality of the local smdstone m,1y have mused 

many to ope for painted decoration which is less likely co have 

survived. The builders of house E13.5, constructed in area EB 
during the 20th dynasty, opted for stone fittings for all five 

doorways (street entrance and four internal doors), and to achieve 

chis aim re-used inscribed stonework, perh,1ps recycled from the 

partly levelled magazines of chc earlier phases. In one case, earlier 

doorjambs were re-used, installed upside down and plastered over 

to mask the earlier inscription, evidently deemed irrelevant for the 

new doorw,w. In the house next door (E13.6), built shortly 

afce1wards, a different approach was taken. Stone flccings were 

again included in the doorways, except that between the oven and 

grain-processing rooms. The threshold survives in five cases, the 

j,1mbs in two, but the shape of the walls indicates jambs were 

envisaged in all these doorways. The doonvay from middle room 

to the food preparation area (grinding emplacements, ovens) were 

of plain sandstone, but the doorway (Figure 9) marking the 

transition to the main reception room - that with a mastaba 

against the back wall - was rather different. Upon excavation, all 

the scone architectural elements were found collapsed in a pile 

before the doorway. Poor quality sandstone jambs, apparently 

undecorated, were set upon the threshold scone, supporting a 

finely decorated sandstone lintel. This lintel (F58 l 7) is significant 

for two reasons: it appears to be re-used from an earlier structure 

and invokes an ancestor king. 

The inscription (Figure 10) is laid out in a symmetrical 

arrangement of two central columns, with a horizontal line of text 

running co either side, and continuing in a column once intended 

to continue on the doorjambs.i7 Here, however, the inscriptions 

stop abruptly at the bottom edge of the lintel: this decorated stone 

once formed part of another doorway. Three formula 

invoke 'Amun-Ra king of gods, one with call-feathered crown' and 

'Horus the Bull lord ofT a-Seti', thus referencing both the T heban 

creator god and a Nubian form of Horus.,& One of the three 

formula, on the left side of the lintel, offers a longer epithet of 

Horus: 'the Bull lord of Ta-Seti, the ka of king Menkheperra'. In 

contrast to the focus of cult in the temple, an explicitly Nubi,m 

form of an Egypci,m god was being invoked upon the doonny 

Palaeographic details indicate that che decoration is ofR.amessidc 

date, thus the original doorway, from which the lintel comes, was 

already referring to an ancestor king, Tuthmosis III. 

The invocation of ,1 royal ka is found elsewhere in New 

Kingdom Nubia, such as upon doorways at Buhen,l9 Wadi es

Sebua40 and Semna;4' the ka of Ramses II appe,irs in a smiting 

scene within the temple at Amara West.42 Tuthmosis III was 

renowned for victorious campaigns in Nubia, and for emulating 

his grandfather Tuthmosis I in reaching Kurgus.B The reverence 

for this king in Nubia is exemplified by Ramesside officials adding 

to his decorated rock-cut shrine at Jebel Dosha, itself containing 

images of an older ancestor king, Scnwosrcc IIl.44 Tuthmosis III 

may also have been venernted in deified form at Debeira,45 and is 

associated with Nubian forms of E1:,')'ptian deities upon ocher 

monuments.46 Whether the door lintel was part of a building at 

Amara West or Sai - the high quality sandstone makes it likely 

chat it was quarried at che latter site - che builders of house E 13.6 

salvaged the lintel, perhaps attracted not only by its high quality, 

brighcly painted decoration, but also the allusion to a revered 
historic figure: Tuthmosis Ill? In recycling this lintel as part of the 

doorway into the m,1in room of che house, in which the rnastaba 

(,md probably he,1rth) were lornted, the inhabitants of house 

El3.6 were ensuring visitors were ,1w,1re of the importance of the 

N-

\ 
-

figure 7: Orthogonal kite image of western suburb, with two 

excavated villas. Photograph: Susie Green. 
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figure 8: View west over oval building El2.l l 

room, but may also have been seeking a bold statement of 
identification with pharaonic Egypt and its control of Nubia, 
through a revered king of the past.47 

Moving to house El3.3-S (Figure 11 ), at the northern end of 
che neighborhood, more modest ancestors were invoked. ln che 
back room of the small three-roomed dwelling, itself created from 
the subdivision of a larger house,4-~ a sandstone bust was found 
resting upon a pedestal created out of bricks set upon a sandstone 
slab (Fiplfe 12). The pedestal itself was a purely functional 
structure, not even afforded a mud plaster finish, sufficient to 

support a small sandstone anthropoid bust. The bust (Figure 13), 
29.2cm in height, depicts a male individual wearing a bag wig, 
coloured black. Remnmts of painted decoration were discernible 
across the torso, including parts of a complex collar. Unless a 
painted inscription has been lost, it seems that the bust was never 
inscribed to be identified with a named individual, as with the 
majority of such artefacts.49 The statue w:ts likely to have been 
placed here not long after the house was created, as the pedestal lay 
upon a deposit ( 4363) chat had built up over a floor ( 4364). The 
deposit contained a scarab of Ramses III, indicating that the bust 

was sec up after c.1194BC, hue it remained in use with the laying 

of the next two floors ( 4281 and 4280), the last resulting in the 

bust standing only 44cm above the floor. Its discovery within an 
original setting, indicates chat as at Tell el-Amarna, Deir el
Medina and Memphis,50 houses were fitted with representations 
of individuals, presumably ancestors deemed capable of 
intervention in the lives of che inhabitants. Few ocher examples 

have been found in situ, principally in the first or second room of 

houses, thus it is unclear if the setting for, and potential use o( che 
Amara West bust differs from chose found in Egypt itself; the only 
other example from a site in Nubia was found at Sesehi.51 

The Amara West bust provides a hitherto unattested aspect 
to the treatment of these cult objects. After an undefined interval 
during which the bust stood in the back room, a layer (4275) of 
brick rubble and ocher debris accumulated, and the door into the 
b,tck room w,ts blocked up and phscered. Visitors to the house 
would no longer have been aware of the room, perhaps abandoned 
after a roof collapse, and not deemed worthy of reckaring. The 
anthropoid bust was not seen as a cult object worthy of recovery at 
the point where the room was sealed, perhaps indicating th,u the 
bust could not simply be repurposed to commemornte ocher 
individuals, chat the original ancestor was not deemed relevant co 

the inhabitants ( who may have been different) or the inhabitants 
no longer wished to engage in such rituals. 
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figure 9: Reconstructed. doorway into central room of house 
.E13.6, comprising door lintel (r5817) and jambs 
FS818 and FS819 

Another potential setting for household cult were niches 

emphasized with architectural morifa, and in some cases p,tinred. 

Two were recorded in chc EES excavation archives. A niche 

(1.25m square) was cut into the interior face of the eastern town 

wall, which doubled as the rear wall of a room within a small 

building, perhaps a house; torus moldings were shaped in mud, 
including over the schist lintd.52 A 'wall shrine', also cue into the 

town wall as part ofhousc (?) E.12.1, fcacuredmore elaborate torus 

moldings and cavetto cornice, further enhanced with a colorful 

paint scheme that extended onto the wall below and to the sides. 53 

A similar form of niche can be posited for the back wall of house 

E 13.7, a mid- to lace-19th dynasty house built over the remains of 
one of the magazines in area E13. Though the niche was not 

preserved, due to the levelling of the wall in preparation for a new 

house (E13.4; Figure 6), many fragments of the architectural 

moldings (Figure 14) were found scattered in front of the mastaba. 

These allow the tent,ttive reconstruction of ,t niche at least 42cm 

wide, with cavetto cornice ,md torus molding projecting out from 

the wall surface. The importance of chis feature within che main 
room of the house is underlined by its repeated refurbishment. In 

some places, it is possible to identify three superimposed layers of 

painted decorntion, in some cases coated with a layer of mud

plaster and then repainted. S·i The lacer repaintings favored a simple 

coat of whitewash, but conservation of smaller fragments has 

indicated chequerboard patterns (from the side 'jambs' of the 

niche?) and stylized phnt motifa on the cavetto cornice. Given the 

wall was only 45cm thick, the posited niche m,ty have been 

designed as a setting for a small stcla, of a form encountered in 

several houses at Amara West." 

The motifs deployed for such niches, both architectural and 

painted decoration, evoke the hnguage of Egyptian religious 

architcccurc and iconography. Though on a larger scale, and more 

complex, the painted decoration echoes the motifs found in the 

( 

/" ,J 

, __ 
figure 10: Door lintel r5817. facsimile by .Elisabeth Greifenstein and Claire Thorne 
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N 

I 
H seE13.l-N 

Figure 11: Plan of houses E13.3-N and E13.3-S, created 
within a larger, earlier, house (E 13.3) 

E13.3.26 

Floor[-4281} 
----------·-·········-························-----

Floor[064l 

Figure 12: Northeast-southwest section through room 

E13.3.26, showing location of bust F4182, and 
successive Aoors 

chapels of the Workmen's Village at Tell el-Amarna56 and 

presumably elsewhere. Again, the inhabitants were creating a 
visual domestic setting familiar to anyone who h,td lived within 

houses in Egypt proper. P,tinted decoration w,ts not common in 

the houses at Amara West: most walls were simply mud-plastered, 
sometimes coated in a thin white wash, itself often refreshed. A 

small number of interior wall surfaces were painted red, and traces 
of yellow were identified behind the mastaba in house E13.7; the 

EES excavations recovered remains of painted ceilings within 

several rooms, featuring stylized floral and spiral motifs.57 

Figure 13: Painted sandstone anthropoid bust F4182, from 
rear room of house E13.3-S 

Figure 14: Fragment of moulded cornice, with layers of 

paint, from posited shrine in house f:13.7 

Writing and Literature 

Beyond the decorated monuments and architecture of the 

temple, Deputy's Residence and town gates, along with a smaller 
number of inscribed doorways in houses, the built environment 

seems largely co have been devoid of texts, one of the most 

distinctive aspects of Egyptian culture. Small stclae encountered in 
houses arc notable for their minimal textual content, with scenes 

of devotion before a deity (house El3.6: F5808 !Figure 15]) or 
king (with cartouches and name of Sater; house D14.7, British 

Museum EA 68675 ) .'8 Only the upper part of ,l srela (F4096), 

featuring a scene of Amun-Ra as a ram, was re-used co cover a large 
vessel buried in the back room of house E13.9.59 

The depositional environment precludes the survival of papyri, 

largely due to termite activity, bur one assumes char the machinery 

ofpharaonic state bureaucracy was present here too, notably in the 

temple and D eputy's Residence. Pottery ostraca from the town site 

further reflect the pharaonic administrative apparatus at work. A 
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rigure 15: Stda 1'5808, found in house El3.6 

fragmentary example (F4017; Figure 16), found in debris above a 
series of long storage rooms (E 13.14) in the northwestern part of 
the walled town, evokes the control and record-keeping around 
goods stored in these facilities: the preserved text includes records 
of commodities being delivered on three days. Hieratic labels on 
wine vessels, well known from Tell el-Amarna though rarely found 
in house concexts,61' have not been encountered at Amara West, 

other than a complete marl D amphora placed in an early 19'h 

dynasty pyramid tomb in the upper necropolis (cemetery C). The 
vessel, inscribed in hieratic with a provenance of 'ycar 10, wine of 

3 days (fermentation) of the vineyard ofHormes',61 was part of an 
assemblage of pottery within a burial chamber occupied by a m,m 
and woman placed in coffins. Dating co early in the town's 
occupation, these were individuals (whether ofE1:,,yptian, Nubian 
or mixed descent) with particular access to luxury imports from 
Egypt proper. Fine Mycenaean stirrup jars are encountered in 19th 

dyn,tsty deposits within the town ,md its houses, indicating groups 
of individuals with access (however indirect) to produces from 

across E1:,'}'pt's empire and sphere of influence and trade. Such 
luxurious items are notably absent from 20th dynasty contexts. 

A range of other ostraca have been found during both EES 
and British Museum excantions, many bearing few distinct 

Figure 16: Ostracon with hieratic text recording 

commodity deliveries (1'40 I 7) 

signs.62 One other administrntive text has been written over, in ,u1 

elegant literary hand, with a long text that might be part of a letter 
or unknown literary text, including reference to a 'builder' (F2201, 
Sudan National Museum 33308). A small group ofostraca (Figure 
17), however, attest to the copying and reading of classic poetical 

texts. The Teaching of Amenemhat is attested on three ostraca 

from the site, one found in a layer of rubbish beneath an 

extramural villa (F2137, Sudan National Museum 33307), the 
other two (AW 270, A\'(/ 285) found in EES excavations near the 
temple but only recently identified. 63 Various parts of the text a.re 

represented on the ostraea, including the title and first stanza (AW 
270), ,md the deceased pharaoh's invocation co 'my partners 

among mankind' to mal(c 'a great battle' (F2137). Boch arc 
popular sections for copies, and arc important as the first direct 
evidence of Middle Egyptian classics being read or copied outside 
of Egypt itself.64 The text itself is one of che best attested classics, 
with over 200 copies found across Egypt/'5 bur from the 
perspective of Amara \'</est, the copying or reading of such texts 
indicates the presence of individuals who identified with the elite 
scribal culture present in contemporary Egypt. The ceramic forms 
and fabrics of each ostraca are consistent with the assemblages 
found across Amara West, and it is reasonable to assume that some 
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Figure 17:  Ostraca with copy of Teaching of Amenemhat: 

AW270 (left; image British Museum, courtesy 

Egypt Exploration Society) and F2137 (Sudan 

National Museum 33307; image: British 

Museum)  
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were copied at the site. We are not, of course, able co ascertain if 

the copyist, or indeed subsequent readers, were Egyptian, Nubi,m 

or of mixed background, and can only wonder how the text was 
received by those local audiences.66 While the text has no direct 

relevance co the contemporary historical or political context, it 

does include ,t passage describing the subjugation ofNubians and 
capture of Medja. Could the text, and its imp.licit imperial 

ideology. have had particular resonance at Amara West? And if the 

readers were of Nubian descent, would the fallibility of pharaoh, 

as evoked in the Teaching o_( Amenemhat, have prompted a degree 

of emp,tthy? 

A more common form of interaction with text was through 

the practice of sealing, the point at which most inhabitants may 

have encountered, and engaged with, texts, on a regular basis. 

Seatings bearing the names ofTuthmosis III and Hatshepsuc were 
identified by EES excavators in the temple area, interpreted as 

attached co papyri brought from administrative or temple archive 

of an earlier Egyptian settlements in Nubia.67 However, many 
scarabs with the prenomen of Tuthmosis III are well known co 

have been produced long after the 18th dynasry. Examples of both 

scarabs, and seal impressions, with the name of this king - found 

throughout the town at Amara WI est - most likely reflect both the 

reverence of the great pharaoh (and perhaps his exploits in N ubia, 

as discussed above), but also the desire to employ a recognizable 
graphic device for sealing doorw,tys, containers, bundles and 

papyri. The range of seals encountered in current excav,ttions 

(Figure 18) - a very small number from the houses and many 
recovered from a layer of rubbish exposed beneath the extramural 

villas - again evokes a world largely devoid of explicit references co 

Nubia. Alongside the name Menkheperrn, seals fe1rnred motifa of 

winged scarabs, tilapia fish, representations of gods (ibis, cobra and 

depictions of baboons worshipping an obelisk) and one example 
with scroll motifs; these are regrettably less informative than the 

Middle Kingdom seals from Nubian forts, which attest to v,trious 

institutions and individuals. Only one seal seems to resonate in any 

manner with the local context: ,m impression depicting a figure 

with bow and arrow, upon a chariot dragged hy a rearing horse, 

with other figures, including individuals with weapons, shown 
nearby (F73 l 2; Figure 18). A scarab buried with an individual in 

a New Kingdom tomb matches a seal impression found in a house 

within neighborhood E13 (Figure 19), but scarabs were also worn 
as items of adornment, often with an amuktic function. The range 

of motifs is similar to that attested on seals, buc also includes names 

of gods and a Hathoric emblem (F4782). 

HETEROGENEITY AND DISSONANCE: NUANCING THE 

RELATIONSHIP OF AN 'EGYPTIAN' TOWN TO EGYPT 

Through seals and scarabs, administrative and literary texts, 

along with formal monumental scenes and inscriptions, core 
elements of Egyptian culture were being encountered on a regular 

bsis by those living at Amara West. The introductory quote, the 
Ebryptian Sinuhe exiled in the Levant, is distant from Amara\'(/ est 

in both time and geography but docs prompt one co wonder: did 

the inhabitants of Amara West yearn for a return to Egypt, and 
seek to create an environment as evocative of the homeland as 

possible? The former question is impossible to address, the latter 

fraught with difrlcultics and beset by limitations. On the one hand, 
this paper has outlined how architecture, administration, 

literature and religious concerns were all broadly consistent with 

what is found in contemporary Egypt; everyday scone cools6
R also 

echo assemblages from Ebrypt, though such artefacts tend co be less 

reliable as cultural markers. Yet two significant aspects of the 

archaeological data need to be considered: what survives, and how 
did the town - and the layers of meaning and interprerncion 

developed hy its inh,thitants -change over time? 

Firstly, caution is needed given the range of available 

evidence. The inscription of temple monuments, and the use of 

ostraca for literary or administrative texts, are implicitly Egyptian 

modes of elite representation and transmission: no indigenous 
writing tradition is known in Nuhia of this period. The practice of 

scaling docs, however, appear in Nuhian contexts from the A

group onwards,69 and was a prominent feature of Kerma culture, 
both at Kerma itself and the rural settlement of Gism el-Arba.7° 

The temple, monumental gates and massive town wall were all 
structures that reflected the original vision for the function of 

Amara \Vest: an Egyptian center largely dedicated to commodity 

storage, administration and presumably the oversight of trade 
routes and gold extraction. In common with all sizeable pharaonic 

settlements, a cult temple with ,mcillary buildings was constructed 

and maintained. 

The archaeological context - through termite activity, 
aridity, and considerable wind erosion - precludes the survival of 

a range of object types where indigenous traditions may have been 
more prevalent, evident or even recognized as culcural markers by 

those who produced and used them. Wooden and ivory objects 

rarely survive in the town - a charred bone object (F7306, Figure 
20), perhaps a brooch or element of adornment, found within one 

house may reflect both Nubian craftsmanship and modes of dress. 
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Figure 18: Clay scalings from the town at Amara West. Drawings by Elsa Yvancz, except F7312 by Claire Thorne 

Figure 19: Clay sealing F7250 (from house E13.7) with 
scarab F9167 (from New Kingdom tomb G234) 

T cxtiles, some perhaps used as soft furnishings in houses, had the 
potential to transform the appearance of built spaces and 
individuals' appearance, buc none survive from the houses. With 
the loss of perishable items - and of course spoken language - we 
arc missing two key arenas for the projection of social idcntitics.71 

The dynamic nature of this (and probably any other) settlement -
its form, function and perhaps range of inhabitants changed 
considerably over six or seven generations - caution us against 
definitive characterizations within the spectrum from pharaonic 
Egyptian co indigenous Nubian. During chis time, inhabitants 
may have reinterpreted aspects of the material culture and built 
environment, from how buildings were used to the meaning 

attributed to cult objects. The preservation, quantity and ubiquity 
of ceramics provide an important dataset for testing such 
hypotheses. The ceramic assemblage in the town is, like the 
architecture, overwhelmingly 'Egyptian'. Though much of it was 
probably produced at Amara West,72 the range of forms and the 
technology used to produce them mirrors that at sites in 
contemporary Egypt.73 Indeed, the repertoire included storage 
vessels imported from the oases, Canaanite amphorae and 
Mycenaean stirrup jars. Hand-made Nubian ceramics are also 
present, principally large restricted cooking pots with basket 
impressions upon the exterior ,md ,t small number of finewue 

vessels. These arc found in the houses, in varying proportions, 
though the ratio is notably higher (approximately 10% as against 
1 %) in the later phases of occupation. Further analyses are 
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required to coax om nuances in their use across different parts of 

the site and perhaps even across individual spaces within houses. 

\'Vhik the hearths, ovens and indeed range of plants being used for 
subsistence (emmer and barley)74 mirror that found in 

contemporary Egyptian settlements, it is intriguing that the 

containers used to prepue food partly reflect an indigenous, 
Nubian, tradition. This was not restricted to Amara West: a 

similar phenomenon is apparent at 18th dynasty Sai and Scsebi,75 

but also in Egypt itselt: at Elephantine76 and Tell d-Dab'a.77 While 
a direct correlation between pots and people is untenable, one does 

wonder if the presence of Nu hian cooking pots at 'Egyptian' towns 

from Elephantine into Upper Nubia might, to some extent, reflect 
either the presence of persons of Nubian descent, or at least 

influence from Nubian approaches to food preparation.78 

Unfortunately, organic residues were not sufficiently well 
preserved in the assemblage from Am,tra West, precluding 

research into whether a different array of foodstuff~ w,ts being 

prepared in Nubian and Egyptian cooking pots.79 

Though the majority of surviving artefacts from Amara West 

sit comfortably within typologies of pharaonic objects, one must 
allow for individu.Js, and groups, imbuing objects with new or 

Figure 20: Charred bone object (F7306) from house £13.7 

Figure 21: Detail of animal depiction cut into exterior 

surface of C416 I 

composite meanings, appropriating them for different purposes, 

conditioned by their background and the local context. Accessing 

any such re-interpretations is obviously difficult. Simple day 
figurines of women with sexual features accentuated- whether of 

anthropomorphic (F2299) or schematic, plaque-like, form 

(F4471, F4898) were presumably used for purposes akin to in 

Egypt, but may have been re-interpreted; the sealing off of the 

anthropoid bust in the back room of the house may (or may not) 
reflect a localized interpretation of a 'standard' Egyptian cult 

object. Ceramics, ,tgain, offer gre,tt potential co identify changed 

meanings. Fragments of sizeable marl D storage jars recovered 
from the site are of a form, and fabric, common in contemporary 

Egypt. Yet at Amara West, a number of these have been modified, 
with non-textual m,ukers cue into the exterior surface.~0 These 

include hieroglyphs, but also depictions of animals, including 

gazelle and oryx (Figure 21 ), and other signs difficult to interpret. 

Intruigingly, these vessels are attested in the latest phases of 
occupation, broadly contemporary with the 20th dynasty, and 

around the same period when an incre,tse in the proportion of 

cooking pots occurs. A related phenomenon is the production of 
Egyptian-style vessels with indigenous technologies, with one 
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bowl ( C8014) found in che cemetery formed by hand, rather ch,m 

beingwheel-chrown.81 The adoption of a technology or scyle does 

not, of course, imply an adoption of the culture from which these 
elements were introduced,~2 but the integration of Egyptian form 

with Nubian technology, and a method of decorating storage 

vessels not accesced in Egypt, boch hint ac local responses co, and 
re-interpretations of, material objects. 

These developments seem co occur in tandem with the 

transformation of Amara West from a pharaonic t<.)Undation with 
well-defined primary functions and a relatively small population -

as reflected in the architecture - to a more densely occupied town, 

where individual and household agencies were the significant 
factor in shaping the built environment. Was Amara West, in fact, 

becoming progressively more heterogeneous, perhaps more 

Nubian? A similar trajectory has been proposed for che lace 
Middle Kingdom and Second Intermediate Period at Mirgissa and 

Buhen,~-' on the basis of social complexity visible through che 

Figure 22: Fragment of painted anthropoid wooden coffin 

lid {F8110). Drawing: Claire Thorne 

cemeteries, or wich che 'demilicarizacion'; an increase in che 

prominence of Nubian material culture from che lace Middle 

Kingdom onwards has been noted at Aslrnt.81 

The excavations in two cemeteries at Amara West seem to 

confirm this development. Indeed cultural hybridity and 
entanglement is easier co cr,tce in che funerary environment,85 

reflecting both a combination of prcservational differences and a 

more conscious, considered construction (by those preparing the 

burial) of cultural identity, as expressed physically (architecture, 
objects) for eternity. In cemetery D on che desert escarpmenc 

overlooking che town, a 19th dynasty tomb (G301 ) featured 

archiceccure, artefact assemblages and a treatment of the dead 
(placed in wooden coffins) consistent with pharaonic practises;86 

an anthropoid coffin found in a similar tomb nearby (G309; 
Figure 22) mirrors che iconography and form of contemporaneous 
examples in Egypt. In contrast, an e,trly 20'h dynasty tomb ( G244), 
in cemetery C on an alluvial wadi terrace to che northe,tst of the 

town, combines Egyptian-style subcerrnnean ch,tmbers and 

artefact assemblages (pottery vessels, painted coffins, scarabs, 
headrests, but also at least one ostrich egg) with a cumulus 

superstructure, one of the most distinctive characteristics of 
Nubi,m funerary culture. The individuals who conceived chis 

funerary monument were consciously seeking to convey Nubian 

cultural affiliation on che surface, yet below ground, Egyptian 

cultural markers predominate. In terms of the perception of a 
homeland, ic m,ty be th,u any individuals who considered 

themselves Egyptian never expected to 'return home', but 

envisaged a local burial, which could (to varying degrees) integrate 
Egyptian and Nubian cultural markers. Boch cemeteries remained 

in use for two to three centuries after the end of the New 
Kingdom,8" a period char is only represented through surface 

ceramics in the settlement. Perhaps unsurprisingly, indigenous 

cultural markers were more pronounced in the pmt-New 

Kingdom: cumulus superstrucmres become more common, niche 
graves are introduced, and the deceased are placed on funerary 

beds.88 Nonetheless, there is no rejection of Egyptian culcural 
clements, with painted coffins, scarabs and other artefacts still 

included in tomb assemblages. Of course, by the 9th and 8th 

centuries BC, some seven centuries after Upper Nubia was 

conquered by early 18th dynasty armies, these may no longer have 
been consciously recognized as Egyptian, particularly by chose of 

second- and chird-generacion mixed descent. 

The elite New Kingdom ccmctcty was situated within a 

burial ground already used in the Middle Kerma period, with at 

least one cumulus (G305) remaining a prominent feature in the 
cemetery co che present day. Survey in che hinterland, undertaken 

in the 1970s, revealed a number of sites with both stone- and 

mudbrick-built scrucmres, some with E1:,1yptian pottery, others 
with Nubian ceramics.89 Further research is needed co clarify the 

chronology of these sites: do they all predate che found,tcion of 

Amara West, or are some contemporaneous? This is crucial for 

understanding how Egyptian towns sat within both an 

environmental and cultural landscape, and the potential spatial 

proximity between different ways oflite.90 Returning co the walled 
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town at Amara West, a group of three stone axe-heads (Figure 23) 

were found in the middle room of a small house huilt against the 

inside of chc north cown wall (El3.8).91 These axe-heads arc of a 
type familiar from Kerma sites:92 were these collected from nearby 

sites in the desert? How did the inhabitants of house E13.8 - in 

the central room with mastaba and hearth - use, view, interpret 

and discard these ohjects? Of course, they may not even recognized 
have recognized the axe-heads as old or Nubian, in the way 

preferred for archaeological typologies. 

Figure 23: Stone axe heads from El3.8: (clockwise from top 
left) FS652, FS659, FS663 

* 

The 'Egyptianization' of Nubians,93 and indeed 
Higginbotham's model of 'elite emulacion',94 are increasingly 

recognized as problematic. This paper has not considered 

questions of ethnic identity in detail,95 nor gendered responses to 

the cultural environment, but rather how individuals responded, 
and sought to shape, the colonial environment within which they 

lived. Some Nuhians living at Amara West may h,tve consciously 

adopted aspects of elite pharaonic culture, but these individuals 

should be placed within the context of a spectrum of responses and 

strategies related to cultural identity. The examples outlined here 

provide glimpses at how individuals, households and other groups 
may have negotiated the bound,tries hetween Egypti,m and 

Nubian culture, incorporating some clements, rejecting ochers, 

creating new expressions, maintaining traditions and even re
interpreting object forms, ultimately 'establishing boundaries, 

masking differences and articuhting similarities'.96 Many 

individuals and groups might not have fitted into the neat 

categories suggested in E6,ypcian formal rcprcscncacions, nor 
indeed any designations of modern scholars. Furthermore, these 

phenomena developed over time: hybridization and entanglement 
have a temporal dimension97 which can be traced ,tcross the six to 

seven generations during which Amara \Vest was occupied. Any 

hybridization was not of pure cultures, but rather ones that had 

co-existed, become entangled and (in some cases) competed for 
prominence over the centuries preceding Amara West. In some 

ways, Amara West represents the terminal or mature (depending 

on one's outlook) form of ancient E6,ypcian occupation of Nubia, 
during the last two centuries of direct control. This period would 

set the stage for the integration of elements of pharaonic culture 

into the Nubian policies of the first millennium BC and later. 
Some of these choices were being m,tde by Nubians, or 

individuals of mixed descent, who were thus materially 

contributing towards the formation of a particular social world, an 
outcome apparently not envisaged by those who conceived the 

function, layout and appearance of towns such as Amara West. 
These individuals, households and groups were dynamic ,tgencs, 

who could adopt, adapt and reject clements of E6,yptian culturc.98 

Some may have seen Egypt as home, including those born and 

raised in Nubia who had never experienced Egypt directly.99 

Beyond the 'Egyptian' towns, with their increasingly heteregenous 

populations, the effects of Egyptian colonialism ,tre more difficult 
to ascertain; HXI though the military campaigns of the late 18th and 

19th dynasties remind us that some groups continued to reject 

Egyptian control and modes ofliving.101 
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